
ARE WE JUSTIFIED IN TREATING HUMAN BEINGS AS HAVING A HIGHER 
MORAL STATUS THAN NON-HUMAN ANIMALS? 

Loving your pets 

Describing the two dogs that he and his partner in effect adopted, George Pitcher 
writes that ‘‘they spoke to us with their actions and with the multitude of sounds they 
made’’ and goes on to describe ‘their complete and unwavering devotion to us. They 
showed this constantly, in countless ways. . . . We loved them with all our hearts . . . 
and they loved us, too, completely, no holds barred. Such love is perhaps the best 
thing life has to offer, and we shall always be grateful for having had such an 
abundance of it to receive and to give for so long a time. . . . They were our 
surrogate children. . . . Naturally the love of one’s dog cannot be as deep and rich as 
the love of one’s child, but it can be in some ways just as intense. For example, our 
concern for the welfare of Lupa and Remus was, I believe, as strong as a devoted 
father’s for his child’s. 

As these passages show, Pitcher’s dogs entered very deeply into his and his 
partner’s life – more deeply, I think, than would be possible for some human beings 
to have entered – certainly anencephalic infants and even some human beings who, 
though conscious, are so profoundly cognitively impaired as to be wholly or almost 
wholly unresponsive. This is not, moreover, an isolated instance of the participation 
of two animals in just the lives of two human beings.  These dogs were known to all 
of Pitcher’s friends and their relations with these various people constituted just one 
instance of a widespread practice within our common life involving cohabitation and 
mutual devotion between human beings and their pets. 

Pets and people with profound learning difficulties 

People with the most severe and profound learning difficulties tend to possess a 
narrower range of capacities and to function at a lower level as compared with the 
highest functioning non-human animals – chimpanzees for example, or dolphins. 
The thesis of moral individualism asserts that, when assessing what we owe to a 
creature – any creature - we must look at its actual characteristics, not just the 
species to which it belongs. (Peter Singer is a well-known advocate.) If this is 
correct, how should we compare what we owe to the lowest functioning human 
beings with what we owe to our higher functioning pets? McMahan argues that there 
is something in common to what we owe to both:   

‘Many people will find it offensive to suppose that a principal reason to treat 
profoundly disabled people better than we treat comparably endowed animals is to 
respect their special relations with others. For this seems to make the status of a 
severely retarded human being vis a vis most of us relevantly like the status of 
someone else's pet. Just as it is only respect for other people that forbids us to treat 
a person's pet in ways that it would be permissible to treat a wild animal, so it is 
mainly this same consideration that forbids us to treat a severely retarded human 
being in ways in which it would be permissible to treat a comparably endowed 
animal.  
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But people who are specially related to severely retarded human beings would surely 
be right to be offended by the suggestion that the individual to whom they are 
specially related has the status of a pet.  This is to misunderstand the claim I have 
made. I have. I have not suggested that the severely retarded are like pets. I have 
claimed only that they have an enhanced moral standing - or merit a wider range of 
protections - by virtue of their being specially related to certain people. In this 
respect, there is a parallel between the situation of the severely retarded and that of 
pets.’ McMahan, EOK, p. 232. 

Who are we more closely related to: chimpanzees or anencephalic infants? 

‘Consider the relation in which one stands to an anencephalic human infant and to a 
chimpanzee. An anencephalic infant is a mindless biological organism belonging to 
the human species. A chimpanzee is a conscious being whose organism belongs to 
a different species. If one is not an organism but is essentially an embodied mind, 
one's relation to the chimpanzee may be closer and more significant than one's 
relation to the anencephalic infant. For one's relation to the infant is only that one 
has an organism that is, like the anencephalic organism, biologically human. But 
one's relation to the chimpanzee is that one is, like the chimpanzee, an embodied 
mind. The chimpanzee, in short, is of the same kind that one essentially is, whereas 
the anencephalic infant is only of the same kind that one's organism is.’ McMahan, 
EOK, p. 226. 

Being human 

The human relation that takes the form of co-membership of the human species has 
been expressed in a number of ways. Nozick has profoundly disabled people in mind 
when he writes:    

‘These people are, after all, human beings, of the same species as we, however 
retarded or handicapped. Even supposing a particular severely retarded individual 
turns out to be no more rational or autonomous and to have no richer an internal 
psychology than a normal member of another mammalian species, he nonetheless is 
a human being, albeit defective, and must be treated as one’ (Nozick 1997: 307). 

Being a member of the human species 

This view of what profoundly disabled people are owed rests on the importance of 
being a member of the same species as other human beings. Why should this 
matter? Nozick writes:   

‘[P]erhaps it will turn out that the bare species characteristic of simply being human, 
as the most severely retarded people are, will command special respect only from 
other humans – this is an instance of the general principle that the members of any 
species may legitimately give their fellows more weight than they give members of 
other species’ (Nozick 1997: 308) 

Scanlon writes in a similar vein, about ‘severely disabled humans who never develop 
even the limited capacities required for judgement-sensitive attitudes’:  
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‘The mere fact that a being is ‘of human born’ provides a strong reason for according 
it the same status as other humans . . The beings in question here are ones who are 
born to us or to others to whom we are bound by the requirements of justifiability. 
This tie of birth gives us good reason to want to treat them ‘as human’ despite their 
limited capacities’ (Scanlon 2000: 185).  

Seeing someone as a person 

What is involved in recognizing someone as a person? In their discussion of 
personhood Boddington and Podpadec quote testimony from David Goode, a young 
American researcher taken on a tour of a hospital for people with learning difficulties:  
‘I walked toward the bed and peeked over the edge and was as intensely horrified as 
I have ever been in my life at what I saw. A huge head, later I was told over 40 
pounds, attached to this stunted body. Horrible bedsores covered what appeared for 
a moment as an almost unreal monstrosity - like a Hollywood inspired 
nightmare . . . . I immediately became nauseous and broke out in a cold sweat and 
light headedness . .  A nurse must have seen me. She miraculously appeared, 
grabbed my arm and talked in a calm and reassuring manner . . . A few moments 
after this incident a young physician on the ward told me this man was 
‘hydrocephalic’ and had been born before the invention of the shunt operation which 
prevents the accumulation of cerebral-spinal fluid and enlargement of the skull. In 
this case the head had grown so large that inter-cranial pressure rendered the 
person deaf, blind, completely paralysed and without a behavioural repertoire of 
measurable (or otherwise) signs of intelligence . . The clinical profile was hopeless -  
no possibility existed for remediation . . the person as low functioning as one could 
find. It was not till I got back . . .and listened to the audio tape of my ward tour that I 
was able to hear what the nurse had been saying to me. It went like this: ‘Oh, I see 
you’ve found Johnny, my favourite. He’s been here three and a half years and he’s 
my special favourite. He’s eighteen and I’m his mommy during the day. I wake him 
when I come on shift, wash him and dress him. We have our routines . . He loves 
rock and roll, I usually open the window up so it’s bright and put the music on loud. 
He loves when I take his hands and clap them to the beat. He has his likes and 
dislikes you know . . ’ As I listened I could only ask myself, what happened to the 
person I had seen? This description did not ‘jive’ . . . a deafblind, completely 
paralysed, grotesquely hydrocephalic person with ‘likes and dislikes’, his own 
routines and who someone calls her ‘favourite’? (Boddington and Podpadek 1991: 
185-6. Quoting Goode 1984: 229-30). 

Three kinds of social relationships are in evidence here: a stranger looks on Johnny 
as a ‘monster or object of disgust’, whilst the doctor sees him in negative diagnostic 
terms, as ‘essentially and irremediably flawed’ and ‘without positive prognoses’.  
Neither Goode nor the doctor see Johnny as the nurse sees Johnny: having come to 
know him over several years, she was able to relate to him as a person, and as 
someone capable of human interaction (Boddington and Podpadek 1991: 186).   

The self 

'There is no coherent sense of self, of oneself as a person, that does not rely on its 
very constitution on its relations with others, beginning with those with whom we are 
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closest. What it is to be a self, what it is to be a person, is to be enmeshed in a 
network of relations that are constitutive of the self . . . Just as we come to 
understand ourselves as persons in and through relations with others so we come to 
understand others in and through relationships. But here relationship need no longer 
be confined to those who are in actual relationship to us.’ Eva Kittay.  

The Soul 

Anyone who attempts to distinguish morally between animals and radically 
cognitively impaired human beings by appealing to the notion of the soul must 
provide satisfactory answers to a range of questions. What is the soul? Is one’s 
conception of the soul coherent and compatible with what we know from science 
about the relation between mind and brain? What evidence is there of the presence 
of the soul in human beings? How can we tell that it is absent in animals? When in 
the course of evolution did the soul first appear (assuming that it is not the sort of 
thing that can occur in degrees and so cannot develop gradually over time)? Did its 
sudden appearance somewhere in our ancestry make any detectable difference? If 
human beings begin to exist at conception, what happens to the soul when 
monozygotic twinning occurs? See McMahan, EOK.  

Emotional Fellowship 

‘What makes creatures our fellow beings, entitled to basic consideration, is surely 
not intellectual capacity but emotional fellowship’ (Mary Midgely 1985: 60) 

Human beings as our fellow creatures 

‘To see another as a human being is to see her as a fellow-creature - another being 
whose embodiment embeds her in a distinctive form of common life with language 
and culture, and whose existence constitutes a particular kind of claim on us. We do 
not strive (when we do strive) to treat human infants and children, the senile and the 
severely disabled as fully human because we mistakenly attribute capacities to them 
that they lack, or because we are blind to the merely biological significance of a 
species boundary. We do it (when we do) because they are fellow human beings, 
embodied creatures who will come to share, or have already shared, in our common 
life, or whose inability to do so is a result of the shocks and ills to which all human 
flesh and blood is heir – because there but for the grace of God go I.’ (Stephen 
Mulhall) 

Our common humanity 

‘The sense of mystery surrounding our lives, the feeling of solidarity in mysterious 
origin and uncertain fate: this binds us to each other, and the binding includes the 
dead and the unborn, and those who bear on their faces ‘a look of blank 
idiocy,’ [Dostoyevsky] those who lack all power of speech, those behind whose 
vacant eyes there lurks a ‘soul in mute eclipse’ [de la Mare again]. I am not arguing 
that we have a ‘moral obligation to feel a sense of solidarity with all other human 
beings’ because of some natural or supernatural property or group of properties 
which we all have, contingently or necessarily. I am arguing, though, that there is no 
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need to find such a ground; there is the possibility of deep moral concern for 
retarded people, in which they are seen as having, however incomprehensible we 
may find it, a human fate, as much as anyone else’s. They are seen as with us in 
being human, where that is understood not in a biological sense, but imaginatively. 
Someone may be very touched by the response of a severely retarded person to 
music; and there may be in that being touched an imaginative sense of shared 
humanity. That is a non-moral example of the way the sense of shared humanity, 
embracing the retarded, may enter thought and feeling’ (The Importance of Being 
Human, p. 55). 

Revealing the humanity in long-term psychiatric patients 

Gaita tells of how in the 1960’s he had worked in a psychiatric hospital where some 
patients had been kept for over thirty years. The hospital reminded Gaita of a zoo: 
‘when patients soiled themselves . . they were ordered to undress and to step under 
a shower. The distance of a mop handle from them, we then mopped them down as 
zoo-keepers wash down elephants’ (Gaita 2000: 17).  The patients were judged to 
be incurable and they looked to have lost everything, including self-respect and 
individuality, and they were often treated brutishly by the psychiatrists and nurses, 
although a few of the psychiatrists worked hard to improve the conditions of patients.   

One day a nun came to the ward. In her middle years, only her vivacity made an 
impression on me until she talked to the patients. Then everything in her demeanour 
towards them—the way she spoke to them, her facial expressions, the inflexions of 
her body—contrasted with and showed up the behaviour of those noble 
psychiatrists. She showed that they were, despite their best efforts, condescending, 
as I too had been. She thereby revealed that even such patients were, as the 
psychiatrists and I had sincerely and generously professed, the equals of those who 
wanted to help them (ibid: 18-19). 

The behaviour of the nun, and her tenderness towards the patients, might be 
described as an expression of what the relation of co-membership in the human 
species reveals about its members, or would reveal if properly acknowledged. Gaita 
remarks:  

‘[s]eeing her . . I felt irresistibly that her behaviour was directly shaped by the reality 
which it revealed . . her behaviour was striking . . for its power to reveal the full 
humanity of those whose affliction had made their humanity invisible (ibid: 19-20).  
What Gaita testifies to here is the nun’s power of revelation and his own recognition 
of the full humanity of human beings whose individuality had been lost sight of. It is 
arresting testimony. But it is, after all, one man’s testimony and, however arresting, 
we are left in the dark as to how or why his enormous claims are true – if they are 
true. Why should we accept that the nun’s behaviour reveals the status of the 
patients as our moral equals? How could the nun’s behaviour serve to reveal to 
others their full humanity? Perhaps another witness, standing alongside Gaita, saw 
no such thing, and looked on the patients with indifference. Or perhaps, the following 
day, a brutal guard appeared whose vicious and abusive treatment of patients 
revealed them in his eyes as frightened, pathetic animals. Why accept that the nun’s 
behaviour should have revelatory power, and not the guard’s? (Perhaps both reveal 
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something.) And why suppose that Gaita’s testimony reflects the moral status of the 
patients, and not that of his indifferent companion or some contemptuous on-looker?  

Individuality 

Raimond Gaita seeks to defend the view that ‘every human being is unique and 
irreplaceable as nothing else we know in nature is,’’ and that this means that every 
human being can be wronged in ways that no animal can. He claims that the basis of 
each human being’s irreplaceability is a certain kind of ‘‘individuality’’; but it is not a 
person’s ‘‘individuating features, the distinctive personality that would make him the 
glory of liberalism’s celebration of individuality,’’ that grounds the kind of 
individuality. . . that makes him irreplaceable in the sense that goes together with a 
conception of his preciousness. It is the idea that every human being, whatever their 
distinctive characteristics or lack of them, is precious and irreplaceable that informs 
our sense of what it means to wrong them. The difference in our responses to 
animals is a function of the degree to which that kind of individuality is attenuated in 
them. Insects have no share in it at all. 

The claim that a human being’s ‘‘individuality’’ – that which underlies her status as 
precious and irreplaceable – has nothing to do with her distinctive characteristics 
suggests that it has to do instead with what is not distinctive – that is, what she 
shares in common with all other human beings. And, indeed, Gaita goes on to refer 
to ‘‘the knowledge, full and in our hearts, that all human beings are alike,’’ 
presumably in ways that establish our individuality and hence our preciousness and 
irreplaceability (Gaita, The Philosopher’s Dog, p. 175).  

Identification and loyalty 

The basic ethical idea is that we tend to identify with and extend loyalty to others just 
because they are related to us as fellow human beings; that when we recognise 
them as our fellow creatures, we identify ourselves and express solidarity with them 
as ‘one of us’.  

McMahan denies that membership in the human species is likely to be a source of a 
positive effect on anyone; being neither a focus of collective identity, nor something 
that significantly differentiates us from anything else, it has no effect on our pride or 
sense of identity:  

‘[j]ust as no-one’s sense of self is enlarged by the recognition that one is an animal 
rather than a plant, so no one’s sense of identity is importantly shaped by an 
awareness of being human rather than being, for example, a rabbit’ (McMahan 2002: 
221).  

Any tendency to identification and loyalty might be thought of as an effect of the 
relation of species co-membership. However, psychologists find that all manner of 
group affiliations are sufficient to elicit a tendency to favour other members of one’s 
group. This includes the subjects in an experiment who were asked to estimate the 
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number of dots flashed up on a screen: those whose estimations were similar to 
others tended also to be more kindly disposed towards them. It is obvious, McMahan 
asserts, that in this case the relation lacks intrinsic significance, and cannot justify 
any partiality it accounts for (McMahan 2002: 220). This suggests that the fact that a 
relation has a particular effect cannot, by itself, serve to justify that effect.  

The effect is related to the instrumental value of a relation, as distinct from its 
intrinsic value. A relation has intrinsic moral significance if it ‘generates moral 
reasons for action that are independent of or irreducible to the contribution that the 
relation might make to any other good’; it has instrumental moral significance if ‘its 
presence has good effects, either for those involved in the relation or for others.’  A 
parent-child relation is an example of the former, and the happiness that this relation 
is a source of is an example of the latter (McMahan 2002: 220). 

There is instrumental value for profoundly disabled people in the fact that other 
people take it be significant that they are fellow human beings. People may be more 
likely to care for them, and tend to their needs, if they are motivated by a belief in the 
importance of species membership than if their behaviour is determined by an 
assessment of what is owed to people in virtue of their intrinsic nature. McMahan, 
however, argues that partiality of this form is related to a tendency to a decreased 
sensitivity towards non-human sentient species, and that the bad effects of this – the 
vast amount of animal suffering – outweigh the good effects for the relatively small 
number of people with profound learning difficulties (McMahan 2002: 221-2). This is 
a form of the thesis that partiality towards one group – identified by blood tie, place, 
ethnicity – is related to indifference or hostility towards other groups. It is a complex 
question whether the good effects of human partiality towards profoundly disabled 
people are related to the bad effects of unjustifiable human treatment of animals. 
The relation may not be as close as McMahan asserts, but this is certainly a 
question that any comprehensive discussion of human partiality should consider.   

Speciesism 

The human-centred disposition to identification with and loyalty to a fellow creature 
characterises an ethical sensibility that conditions our sentiments and perceptions as 
these apply to human relations. Wiggins identifies a disposition to ‘solidarity’ 
amongst human beings, a disposition that lies, as he puts, at the ‘root of the 
ethical’ (Wiggins 2008). The idea is that we are disposed to identify with other human 
beings, not as a result of assessing each individual on their merits, not even because 
we engage in explicit assessment of any kind; but in virtue of direct and immediate 
recognition of someone as one of our own kind.  

There is a familiar objection to this, which insists that what I am referring to is 
indefensible prejudice. The human prejudice (Williams 2006), it is said, is analogous 
to the prejudice that takes the form of racism or sexism; a racist or sexist disposition 
might equally well serve to ‘condition’ a set of attitudes and responses to other 
people, distinguished by the colour of their skin or their sex. A white racist might say 
of a black person, ‘she’s not one of us’, as a means of justifying preferential 
treatment for white people. This is no different – so the objection goes - from a 
human being saying of a high functioning non-human animal ‘he’s not one of us’, as 
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a means of justifying preferential treatment for human beings. The human prejudice 
becomes clear when the human beings included in the class thought to warrant 
preferential treatment are functioning at an equivalent or lower level than some of the 
animals with whom they are being favourably compared. For the moral individualist, 
this offends against the principle that we should treat each case – each individual - 
on its merits, and examine only the actual characteristics of the individual in 
question.  

But the human prejudice is not equivalent to the prejudice of racism and sexism. To 
take the example of racism: the racist might succeed in not offering any reason at all 
for his racism – it is just the way he goes on, and he finds no need to offer any 
justification for this – as might apply to people who live in ethnically homogenous and 
self-contained communities. But there is no analogous reticence about having a 
special concern with human beings; we are unashamedly in favour of ‘human rights’ 
and there is global academic interest in human values (Williams 2002: 138).  

More commonly, the racist will be called upon to provide reasons, either by those he 
discriminates against, or by groups advocating on their behalf. But the reasons 
commonly given, relating skin colour to intelligence, or employability, or whatever, 
turn out to be bad reasons, rationalisations for discriminatory arrangements which 
are otherwise unsupportable (ibid). The question is then whether the statement that 
he’s ‘one of us’ or a ‘fellow human being’ also functions as a bad reason, a 
rationalisation for an indefensible distinction between the treatment of human and 
non-human animals. 
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